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Regime for a self-ionizing Raman laser amplifier
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Backward Raman amplification and compression at high power might occur if a long pumping laser
pulse is passed through a plasma to interact resonantly with a counter-propagating short seed pulse
@V. M. Malkin et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.82, 4448–4451~1999!#. One critical issue, however, is that the
pump may be unacceptably depleted due to spontaneous Raman backscatter from intrinsic
fluctuations in the amplifying plasma medium prior to its useful interaction with the seed. Premature
backscatter may be avoided, however, by employing a gaseous medium with pump intensities too
low to ionize the medium and using the intense seed to produce the plasma by rapid photoionization
as it is being amplified@V. M. Malkin et al., Phys. Plasmas8, 4698–4699~2001!#. In addition to
allowing that only rather low power pumps be used, photoionization introduces a damping of the
short pulse which must be overcome by the Raman growth rate for net amplification to occur. The
parameter space of gas densities, laser wavelengths, and laser intensities is surveyed to identify
favorable regimes for this effect. Output laser intensities of 231017 W/cm2 for 0.5mm radiation are
found to be feasible for such a scheme using a pump of 131013 W/cm2 and an initial seed of 5
31014 W/cm2 over an amplification length of 5.6 cm in hydrogen gas. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1471515#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Through the last several decades, applications suc
inertial confinement fusion~ICF!,1 laser wake field particle
acceleration,2 or investigations of nonlinear quantum
electrodynamics3 have driven the search for ever higher las
intensities in ever shorter pulses. In the mid-1980s the de
opment of the chirped pulse amplification~CPA! technique
enabled the remarkable increase in peak unfocused lase
tensities from the then limit of;109 W/cm2 to the range of
several 1012 W/cm2.4 While the CPA technique has yielde
tremendous advances in laser powers, access to yet h
powers and intensities by this process is frustrated by
requirement of impractically large diffraction gratings of th
multi-meter scale and the fixed damage thresholds of th
fragile, high-precision elements to ultrahigh light intensitie
Nevertheless, such schemes as the fast ignitor for laser fu
~requiring ;1 ps pulses of;1020 W/cm2 intensities!5 or
studies of photon decay by electron–positron pair produc
~at intensities greater than 1030 W/cm2! demand powers at o
beyond current limits of CPA and so motivate the search
yet more efficient as well as compact laser amplifiers capa
of withstanding ultra-intense laser fluences. In this rega
the essential indestructibility of plasma under curren
imaginable laser intensities particularly suggests its use
laser amplifying element.

To meet such a need, a scheme has recently b
proposed6 for the amplification ofunfocusedpulses into the
1017 W/cm2 range using backward Raman scattering
plasma slabs. In this technique, a long laser ‘‘pump’’ pulse
large integrated energy is collided with a narrow, opposite

a!Electronic mail: dclark@pppl.gov
b!Electronic mail: fisch@pppl.gov
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propagating ‘‘seed’’ pulse. The nonlinear evolution of th
Raman scattering instability was found analytically to res
in the scattering of the pump power into the narrow se
pulse with this backward propagating seed both amplify
and narrowing~compressing! linearly in time. A efficiency
for energy transfer from the pump pulse to the seed of 8
should be possible with a focused seed intensity reaching
the order of 105 times what is currently achievable.

However, the stability of the pump pulse to spontaneo
Raman backscatter from intrinsic fluctuations in the plas
medium, which could degrade or entirely suppress the a
plification effect, is of concern. Stabilization of this un
wanted Raman scattering of the pump pulse might
achieved by exploiting the nonlinear narrowing of the se
as it amplifies.7 Since the seed is rapidly narrowing in spa
during its nonlinear amplification, its consequent broaden
in frequency renders this nonlinear amplification phase
bust to ‘‘detuning’’ from the exact Raman resonance. T
linear evolution of the premature backward scattering of
pump ~during which any signal broadens as opposed
narrowing8!, however, without such broad spectra, would n
be resilient to such deviations from resonance. The introd
tion of a spatial variation in the plasma frequency~i.e., den-
sity! to detune the seed from forward scattering and an
posed temporal chirp of the pump pulse to detune fr
backscattering would then suppress these undesired sc
ing mechanisms. Analytical and numerical calculations
one dimension have shown this continued nonlinear amp
cation of the seed pulse in the presence of slight detunin

This analysis was performed in the limit of a cold, co
lisionless fluid plasma without realistic modeling of spon
neous pump backscatter from plasma noise,9 however. Simu-
lations with the particle-in-cell~PIC! code Zohar,10 in which
the effect of discreteness-induced plasma noise is includ
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2773Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 2002 Regime for a self-ionizing Raman laser amplifier
suggest that such backscatter may be a significant conc
While the fluctuation level is significantly exaggerated
PIC codes relative to that in a real plasma~due to the far
fewer particles per Debye sphere in any conceivable sim
tion compared to a realistic weakly coupled plasma11!, it
remains to be demonstrated convincingly that a relativ
high intensity laser pump may be propagated stably thro
;1 cm of plasma of reasonable density for strong nonlin
coupling. The Raman amplification effect may be demo
strated in particle simulations using ‘‘cold’’ or ‘‘quiet’’ start
in which no fluctuations initially exist in the plasma, effe
tively a plasma of zero temperature; but such simulatio
while including certain discrete-plasma effects, effective
sidestep the crucial question of pump stability to intrin
noise. Indeed, electron temperatures of;200 eV may be
necessary in some implementations to avoid excessive c
sional damping of the pump or seed during their propaga
through the amplifier.

To avoid the difficulties associated with propagation
the pump it has been proposed that the relatively long~;1
cm! plasma amplifying medium be replaced by a neutral
of the appropriate density to satisfy the Raman resona
condition once fully ionized.12 If a pumping pulse of inten-
sity below the ionization threshold for the gas is used,
pumping pulse may then be propagated through the en
amplifier without the possibility of spontaneous Ram
backscatter. In conjunction with a seed pulse of intens
greater than the threshold for rapid photoionization, the
will be completely ionized to the appropriate density only
the front of the amplifying seed pulse and allow the ba
scatter of the pump only in this region and so only the use
amplification of the seed. Generating the plasmain situ by
photoionization from the seed, however, necessarily res
in an added damping of the seed. For a self-ionizing Ram
amplifier to be feasible, a regime must then be found
which not only is the pump well below and the seed w
above the photoionization threshold, but also for which
nonlinear Raman growth rate of the seed exceeds it dam
rate due to ionization or other effects. The small blueshift
the pump as it propagates into an oncoming ionizat
front13,14 would also require a slight compensation in t
frequency of the pump or seed for resonance to occur in
ionizing plasma.

Total output laser intensities of;1017 W/cm2 for 0.5
mm radiation are found to be feasible for such a sche
using a pump of 1013 W/cm2 and a seed of 531014 W/cm2

over an amplification length of 5.6 cm in hydrogen gas. T
is to be compared with amplification to an equivalent out
intensity in a preionized plasma of length 0.35 cm by a pu
of 1015 W/cm2. In effect, the higher pump intensity tolerab
for a plasma is traded for a longer but stabler interact
length in a neutral gas to obtain identical output intensiti
An experimental arrangement similar to that of Ref.
can be imagined using focused spot sizes of;50 mm in a
gas of density 2.331017 cm23 but with much higher seed
intensities.

Even if spontaneous pump backscatter from noise i
pre-ionized plasma ultimately proves not to be a difficu
for the conventional amplification scheme, a self-ionizi
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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amplifier appears still to have the advantage of simplic
While the conventional amplifier requires the preparat
~and temporary maintenance! of a plasma of a specific den
sity, and possibly density gradient, and that the plasma
heated toTe;200 eV, a self-ionizing amplifier requires onl
the far simpler arrangement of an amplifying chamber fill
with gas to a specified uniform density. Overall, the far low
fluctuation levels and simpler handling properties of a g
eous as opposed to plasma medium suggest that a
ionizing amplifier may well be favored simply from practic
considerations. In addition, precursor pulses, which may
rupt backward Raman amplification in a pre-ioniz
plasma,16 can be eliminated due to the absence of plas
ahead of the seed pulse front.

Note that the method contemplated here is pulse co
pression by ionization-induced backscatter of the pump, w
the ionization induced by the backscattered pulse, which
much more intense than the pump. There are other ioniza
effects which induce pulse shortening, primarily the eros
of the leading edge of the pulse.17 These effects, however
apply to high intensity femtosecond pulses traveling throu
ionizing plasma in the absence of a counterpropaga
pump wave.

This paper demonstrates a regime in which an ionizat
front may be employed for coupling the pump to an amp
fying seed pulse. Conditions on the pump intensity, la
polarization, working gas, and other parameters are qua
fied and the most favorable regime for self-ionizing ampl
cation identified. This paper is organized as follows: Sec
describes the effects and governing equations used in m
eling a self-ionizing Raman amplifier. Section III describ
the energetics of pulse amplification and plasma ionizat
which represent constraints on the possible regimes of op
tion for a self-ionizing Raman amplifier. Section IV presen
a numerically calculated example of self-ionizing amplific
tion and an example of how the disrupting effect of precur
pulses can be avoided in self-ionizing amplification. Sect
V offers concluding remarks and possibilities for further r
search.

II. MODEL OF A SELF-IONIZING RAMAN AMPLIFIER

The envelope approximation~see, e.g., Ref. 18! in one
dimension is used to model the Raman backsca
interaction19 in which the two light waves~1,2! are coupled
by the Langmuir wave~3! according to the equations,

~] t2v1 ]x1n1 /2!a15Ka2a3 ,

~] t2v2 ]x1n2 /2!a252Ka1a3* , ~1!

~] t2v3 ]x1n3 /2!a352Ka1a2* .

Hereai is the potential envelope of each wave normalized
mec

2/e for the light waves and (vpe /2v) (me c2/e) for the
Langmuir wave,v i is the corresponding wave group velocit
andn i the wave energy damping rate taking into account
effects of inverse Bremsstrahlung whenvosc@v te.20 The
wave coupling parameterK is (ne /nc)

1/4/& for circular po-
larization and (ne /nc)

1/4/2 for linear polarization withne the
electron density andnc8mev

2/4pueu2 the critical density
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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corresponding to the laser frequency. It is assumed that
plasma is sufficiently rarefied (ne /nc!1) that the laser fre-
quencies are approximately comparablev1.v2[v@v3

[vp in Eq. ~1! and that the laser phase velocities are b
approximately the velocity of light in vacuum. Since th
pulse length is always much greater than the plasma w
length in the Raman amplification regime, Eqs.~1! should
remain valid throughout the amplification process provid
wave breaking is avoided and there should be no ad
damping of the seed due to formation of a plasma wake

The photoionization rate of an atomic gas in an inten
laser field can be modeled by the Keldysh formula21,22

provided E!me
2ueu5/\4, or equivalentlya!meueu6/\4v c

.0.1 for half-micron radiation.23 For small electric fields,
g8A2UI /mec

2/a@1, a multiphoton formula for the ioniza
tion rate applies,

w~a!.v N3/2~2g!22N, ~2!

where w(a) is the probability of ionizing a single neutra
atom per unit time,UI is the ionization potential, and
N811Int(UI /\v) is the number of photons required
overcome that potential. For large electric fields,g!1, a
tunneling formula is accurate,

w~a!.4 V0S UI

UH
D 5/2aH

a
expF2

2

3 S UI

UH
D 3/2aH

a G , ~3!

where UH is the ionization potential of hydrogen
V08a c/r Bohr.4.131016 s21 is the ‘‘atomic frequency,’’
andaH.3.0531014/v(s21) the normalized vector potentia
associated with the hydrogenic electric field. The cycle av
aged form of Eq.~3! is necessary for linear polarization. I
the small region between the multiphoton and tunneling
gimes a simple linear interpolation between Eqs.~2! and~3!
is used. Fora;meueu6/\4vc ~beyond the validity range o
the Keldysh model!, the ionization rate is so rapid that all o
the available gas may be treated as ionized instantaneo
on the time scale of the laser period.

Figure 1 shows logarithmically spaced iso-contours

FIG. 1. Logarithmically spaced isocontours of the composite ioniza
probability w(a,l)/v for hydrogen and circularly polarized light.
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the composite ionization probability as a function of las
wavelengthl and amplitudea for atomic hydrogen and cir-
cularly polarized light. A window of low ionization probabil
ity (w/v<1028), suitable for propagating the pumpin
beam over some distance, is evident fora<0.002 andl>0.2
mm ~corresponding toI;1013 W/cm2!, and threshold behav
ior is seen neara.0.002 over the span of wavelength
l50.2–1.0mm. Abovea.0.005 (I;1014 W/cm2), the ion-
ization rate is effectively instantaneous forl50.2–1.0mm
marking a lower limit for the seed amplitude in a se
ionizing amplifier. These thresholds are on the order of
values cited for helium in Ref. 24.

Due to photoionization, the electron and neutral densi
evolve according to the equations,

] t ne5nn w~a! and ] t nn52nn w~a!. ~4!

By energy conservation, the wave fields must also damp
cording to

nc

mec
2

2
] t uau252~UI1^«&! ] t ne , ~5!

where uau28a1
21a2

21 1
2A(ne /nc)a3

2 and ^«& represents the
average energy acquired by an electron born in the laser
of magnitude a(x,t). This equation corresponds to th
‘‘nonadiabatic’’ losses due to ionization as discussed in R
25. For multielectron atoms, the effect of second, third, e
ionizations results in additional damping. The far slower p
cess of recombination is completely negligible for the sh
time scales applicable to Raman amplification. Scattering
other wavelengths due to ionization is also neglected.

The average electron birth energy is given by

^«&8
1

N E
0

`

d« f ~«!« with N8E
0

`

d« f ~«!,

where f («) is the electron distribution function in the wak
of the ionizing pulse corresponding to electron birth in t
given total electric fielda(x,t). Note that the instantaneou
electric fielda(x,t) at the position and time of an electron
birth determines its contribution to the residual oscillati
energy^«&. Though the electron oscillates in any subsequ
field, only the drift energy imparted to it at the time of ion
ization~determined by the phase of the electric field! remains
with the electron and contributes to the ionization damp
of the laser field.

For the case of linear polarization, using the conser
tion of each electron’s transverse canonical momentump
2ueuA/c with A the laser vector potential, the energy dist
bution of electrons left behind by an ionizing laser pul
~considering only the simple case of hydrogen from wh
one electron is liberated! may be calculated26 from Eq. ~3!
to be

f ~«!5
1

«osc
S 12

«

«osc
D 21S «

«osc
D 21/2

3 expF2bS 12
«

«osc
D 21/2GQ~2«osc2«!, ~6!

n
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2775Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 6, June 2002 Regime for a self-ionizing Raman laser amplifier
where «osc8mec
2a2/4 is the time averaged oscillation en

ergy of the laser field at the time of ionization,b8(2/3)
3(UI /UH)3/2(aH /a), andQ(x) is the unit step function.

For atomic hydrogen withUI.13.6 eV,l.0.5mm, and
a;0.01– 0.001, thenb;5–50@1 and the integral may be
evaluated asymptotically to yield

^«&;A2p
«osc

K0~b!
b23/2e2b;

mevosc
2

2 b
, b→`, ~7!

where use is made of the large argument approximation
the modified Bessel functionK0(b);Ap/2b e2b.27 At suf-
ficiently largea, b is no longer large and the approximatio
of Eq. ~7! no longer applies; however, this results only in
overestimate of̂«& and, at worst, a conservative estimate
the cost of the ionization damping.

In contrast, for circular polarization, the constancy of t
magnitude of the electric field results in a distribution peak
near the laser oscillation energy,28 so that ^«&;mevosc

2 /2.
Consequently, for largeb, linear polarization results in a sub
stantially reduced contribution of the oscillation energy
the ionization damping rate relative to circular polarizatio
In both cases, the energy left in the longitudinal oscillatio
of the Langmuir wake of the ionizing pulse29 are of ordera2

2

relative to transverse oscillation energy and hence neglig
for the parameter regime of interest.

III. ENERGETICS OF SELF-IONIZING RAMAN
AMPLIFICATION

With these equations, an estimate of the overall limi
tions placed on Raman amplification due to ionization dam
ing may be made. Assuming the seed pulse reaches the
vanced nonlinear phase of amplification when signific
depletion of the pump occurs, during a time intervalDt, the
seed would gain an energy increment from the pump of

D«1;2 c Dt e
E1

2

8p
;2 c Dt e nc

mec
2

2
a1

2,

where e;0.8 represents the fraction of pump depletion
calculated in Ref. 9. Simultaneously, and again for the sim
case of hydrogen, the seed would lose an energy increm
due to total ionization of the background gas of

D«2;c Dt nn ~UI1^«&!.

The criterion for net amplification,D«1.D«2 , may then be
written as

nn

nc
,e

me c2

UI1^«&
a1

2. ~8!

With a1 constrained by the ionization threshold given in F
1 (a1;0.0015), Eq.~8! constitutes a limitation on the ac
ceptable precursor gas density.

An accurate estimate of the limitation placed onnn by
Eq. ~8!, requires an evaluation of the average electron b
energy^«& including two important effects: Foremost, an e
timate of the characteristic amplitude in the seed pulse p
file at which the majority of electrons are born must be ma
since the source of electronsnn may be completely deplete
long before the complete seed pulse passes any repres
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tive neutral atom. Electrons born in the leading part of t
pulse oscillate in the high intensity fields near the peak of
seed, but ultimately return their oscillation energy to t
pulse as it passes and retain only the drift energy establis
by the low intensity field at which they were born. Secon
as shown for linearly polarized lasers, the majority of p
ticles do not possess the full laser field oscillation veloc
corresponding to the field amplitude at which they are bo

The amplitude ofa2 where the majority of electrons ar
born ~i.e., wherenn drops rapidly in the ionizing field of the
seed! may be estimated by considering the simple mo
~valid in the small neighborhood of the steep seed pulse fr
where most ionization occurs! of a laser pulse whose ampl
tude increases linearly with a slopeh behind the pulse front,
a(x,t)5h(ct2x)Q(ct2x), impinging on a step-function
distribution of neutral gas,nn(x,t50)5Q(x). For the case
of linear polarization, integrating the second of Eqs.~4! for
these conditions using the cycle averaged form of Eq.~3! and
assuminga(x,t) to be unperturbed by the ionization proce
~i.e., the case of a strong seed in a tenuous gas! gives

nn~x,t !5Q~x!expH 2
w0Ab8

ch
GF2

1

2
,

b8

h~ct2x!G
3Q~ct2x!J ,

whereb88(2/3)(UI /UH)3/2aH , w084A3/p V0(UI /UH)7/4

3AaH, andG(a,x) is the incomplete Gamma function. Us
ing the large argument expansion forG(a,x),27 in the region
just behind the pulse front (b8/h(ct2x)→1`),

nn~x,t !;Q~x!expH 2
w0Ah

cb8
~ct2x!3/2

3expF2
b8

h~ct2x!G J .

For typical parameters, the characteristic depth into the p
at which the majority of electrons is born is then appro
mately found to be

~ct2x!.
b8/h

ln~w0 Ab8/ch!
,

so that the corresponding laser intensity in this linear mo
is then

a.
b8

ln~w0 Ab8/ch!
.

In the case of circular polarization, using the unaverag
form of Eq. ~3!, a similar calculation ~now with
w084 V0(UI /UH)5/2aH) yields for the characteristic field
strength at which most electrons are born

a.
b8

ln~w0 /ch!
.

In both cases,a increases with increasing pulse steepne
Note that, for these parameters, since the cycle-averaged
ization rate appropriate for linear polarization is slightly le
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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than the unaveraged result applicable to circular polarizat
the majority of electrons are born at a slightly higher field
linear polarization as opposed to circular polarization. Ho
ever, the reduction in̂«& for linear polarization largely com
pensates this effect, so that the characteristic energy at w
most electrons are born in a linearly polarized pulse is a
ally less than that for circular polarization for all values
hl for which the envelope approximation is valid.

For a typical seed pulse front withhl.0.1 in the non-
linear regime and again for the case of atomic hydrogen w
l50.5 mm and a150.0015, using these estimates ofa in
evaluating Eq.~7! ~noting thatb depends ona for linear
polarization! and Eq.~8! leads to

nn

nc
,e

me c2

UI1^«&
a1

2.0.048.

For circular polarization, the amplification condition is

nn /nc,0.023

for the same parameters.
In both cases, a density threshold must not be excee

for nonlinear amplification to overcome ionization dampin
Also, though for fixeda, ^«& may be significantly greater fo
circular polarization, the net advantage of linear polarizat
in terms of the ionization damping rate proves only margi
due to the dominating contribution of the ionization potent
in Eq. ~8! and since most electrons are born at a lower fi
amplitude with circular polarization for typically stee
pulses.

Note that, should the allowable pump intensity prove
be lower than that given by Fig. 1 and assumed above,
should only result in the necessity of using lower gas de
ties in accordance with Eq.~8!. However,nn may not be
reduced arbitrarily since the resultant plasma must be s
ciently dense to prevent the breaking of the backscat
driven Langmuir wave and subsequent incomplete pu
depletion. Using the wave breaking criterionvp

.vb8Aueuk3E3 /me and the Manely–Rowe relationa1
max

;a3
max with k3.2v/c gives a1<(vp /v)3/2/& or nn /nc

>23/2a1
4/3 to avoid breaking. The composite criterion on t

neutral density may then be written

23/2a1
4/3.0.00027,

nn

nc
,e

mec
2

UI1^«&
a1

2

.H 0.048, linear polarization

0.023, circular polarization.
~9!

To within the order unity accuracy to be expected of t
above estimates, these limits were observed to be gene
consistent with results found numerically~see Sec. IV!. For
circular and linear polarizations, peak seed amplitudes w
observed to stabilized at little more than their initial amp
tudesa2;0.01~although pulse shapes would sharply steep
as an effect of the ionization front! for nn50.01nc . A gas
density ofnn<0.002nc was found necessary for substant
amplification of the seed toa2>0.1.

A threshold also applies for the amplitude and steepn
of the seed pulse for a self-ionizing amplifier to be feasib
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In contrast to the pump, constraints on the seed arise f
the complex spatiotemporal evolution of an initial pul
through the linear pulse broadening regime into the nonlin
pump depletion regime, including ionization damping, a
do not appear amenable to simple arguments of the type
to estimate the pump threshold. The initial seed pulse m
be sufficiently intense and the linear Raman growth rate~de-
pendent ona1 and ne! sufficiently rapid that the linear re
sponse, growing exponentially in the fully ionized plasm
behind the seed, replenishes the seed pulse before the
intensity is damped below the threshold for rapid ionizatio
Neglecting ionization damping, the condition for the seed
access the nonlinear regime can be quantified as the
pulse lengthLseedexceeding the Raman growth length in th
seedc/a2Avvp /2 or a2.A2nc /nn/(kLseed). For a 1 psini-
tial seed, a minimum seed intensity~i.e., ignoring ionization!
is thena2.0.002 for the same parameters as above.

Numerically, at the threshold density ofne50.01nc ,
seed amplitudes ofa2>0.008 and 0.01 for circular and linea
polarizations, respectively~comparable to the requiremen
for rapid ionization! were found necessary merely to ensu
sustainment of the seed at its initial intensity in the face
ionization. In this regime of relatively gentle pulse fron
where the ionization damping rate for linear polarizati
slightly exceeds that for circular polarization and since
wave coupling constantK and hence linear Raman growt
rate is slightly larger for circular polarization, circular pola
ization is evidently favored. Similarly, and since linear p
larization results in only a slight reduction in ionizatio
damping for the nonlinear regime, circularly polarized fiel
are also seen to reach slightly higher final amplitudes.
addition, the collisional damping rate for circularly polarize
pulses is less than that for linear polarization due to the p
ence of stagnation points in electron orbits in linearly pol
ized fields.

Combining the first of Eqs.~4! with Eq. ~5! shows that
the wave energy damping from ionization scales asnn /nc .
Since the linear Raman growth rate scales asa1 K
;a1 (ne /nc)

1/4;a1 (nn /nc)
1/4, for any fixeda1 , the growth

rate during the crucial linear phase may then always be
ranged to exceed the ionization damping by sufficiently
ducing nn . Reducing the linear wave coupling incurs th
cost of a longer interaction length to access the nonlin
regime; however, provided the lower bound due to wa
breaking is not crossed, the only limit to this process is t
imposed by the physically allowable size of a practical d
vice and associated optics.

Within the model of Eqs.~1!, the attainable amplitude o
a2 is constrained only due to steepening of the pulse fr
during the amplification process and consequent increas
the characteristiĉ«&. Such a limit is generally reached onl
beyond the validity of Eqs.~1!, however. Beyond the ap
proximations of Eqs.~1!, in the conventional Raman ampl
fication scheme, the total amplification process is expecte
be limited by either Raman forward scattering or modu
tional instabilities of the highly amplified seed to times le
than Tamp;1/vp a1

4/3. Maximizing Tamp by minimizing vp

subject to the constraint thatvp>v(4 a1)2/3 to avoid Lang-
muir wave-breaking and incomplete pump depletion give
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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TABLE I. Example output parameters.

l ~mm! 0.2 0.5 1.0

ne /nc 0.001 0.001 0.001
Lamp(cm);l(cm)/4a1

2 2.22 5.55 11.1
a2,out;1.2a1

1/3 0.14 0.14 0.14
Tout(fs);1.3l(mm)/a1

2/3 49.6 124 248
I out(W/cm2);431010ea1

2/3/l(cm)2 1.331018 2.131017 5.231016
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maximum amplification length ofLamp;l/a1
2. Also using

the limit vp;v(4 a1)2/3, the output pulse temporal length
of orderTout(fs);6/vp;1.3l(mm)/a1

2/3, so that the output
pulse peak intensity for linear polarization isI out(W/cm2)
;e LampE1

2/8p c Tout;431010 e a1
2/3/l(cm)2 and its ampli-

tudea2,out;@ I outl
2(W)/1.3731010#1/2;1.7e1/2 a1

1/3.
As shown above, self-ionization, in addition to co

straining the pump to intensities less than the threshold
significant ionization, stipulates a range of acceptable
densities. In the region of parameter space where these
straints are satisfied, and assuming self-ionizing amplifi
tion to be limited by forward Raman or modulational inst
bilities as in the conventional case, the output pu
parameters may be calculated by the above formulas. He
is also assumed that ionization damping introduces only
order unity multiplier to the energy gained by the seed fr
the pump~i.e., a fixed, small fraction of pump energy tran
fered to the seed must be diverted for ionization during a
time interval! and hence does not effect the power scali
Example parameters for a self-ionizing amplifier usi
atomic hydrogen witha150.0015 are summarized in Table
All appear to be within the constraints of a practically re
izable device.

Note that, for a three-dimensional experimental arran
ment, as the pump beam comes to a focus, the maxim
pump intensity cannot be allowed to exceed the ionizat
threshold of the working gas. At some point, the wings a
tail of the beam will also fall below the intensity required
satisfy Eq.~8! for a fixed gas density. Unless the distance
this point from the focal point can be arranged to exce
Lamp above, an additional limit will be placed on the max
mum achievable intensity. Similarly, only the peaked, cen
portion of the seed pulse will substantially exceed the pho
ionization threshold and be amplified while the transve
wings of the pulse are damped. Longitudinally, the focus
of the seed intensity will require the seed intensity already
exceed the ionization threshold before entering the reg
where the pump intensity satisfies Eq.~8!, again constraining
the optics of the system. If the seed is amplified as it
focusing, then these effects may be ignorable; and in gen
these constraints will depend on a particular experime
setup. The overall degree of pump depletion can be expe
to be similar in three dimensions as it is in one, name
e;0.8.

The above calculations have been for the simple, mo
electronic case of hydrogen. The somewhat higher first i
ization potential of helium, however, makes this gas m
desirable as an amplifying medium since it could sust
higher pump intensities without ionization, but its seco
 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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electron complicates the energy arguments given above
hydrogen. Simply approximating the oscillation energ
^« i& of each electron liberated from helium as being of t
order of the corresponding ionization potentialUi ~an over-
estimate! and since helium can withstand pump intensities
a1;0.002 without ionizing leads to the conditions

23/2a1
4/3.0.00071,2

nn

nc
,e

mec
2

2~U11U2!
a1

2.0.0052,

Lamp;
l

4a1
2 ;3.13 cm,

I out;431010e
a1

2/3

l2 ;2.531017 W/cm2

for l50.5 mm.
Since no gas has a higher first ionization potential th

helium, a helium medium permits the highest pump inten
ties for a self-ionizing amplifier and hence~by the scalings
above! accesses the highest intensities in the shortest
sible distance. The relatively high first and second ionizat
potentials of helium, however, necessitate that only rat
intense initial seeds (a2;0.05), able to survive the initia
ionization damping before the nonlinear state is reached,
be used. The situation is exacerbated for atoms with thre
more electrons. In contrast, while hydrogen can suppo
pump strength of onlya1;0.0015, its single electron re
quires only an initiala2;0.01. Hence, hydrogen affords th
greatest possible relative amplification factor~output ampli-
tude relative to initial seed amplitude! of any gas.

IV. EXAMPLES OF SELF-IONIZING AMPLIFICATION

With the assumptions discussed above, Eqs.~1!, ~4!, and
~5! have been integrated numerically in the frame of the s
pulse. Figure 2 gives an example comparison of the ti
evolution of identical seed pulses ofa2(t50)50.01 and
l50.5 mm amplified by a pump ofa150.0015 in a pre-
ionized plasma ofne50.001nc and Te5500 eV and in an
ionizing hydrogen gas of equivalent density. In both cas
the lasers are circularly polarized.

In the pre-ionized case, the characteristic ‘‘p-pulse’’
shape of the nonlinear regime of amplification is evide
subject to modifications due to slight collisional dampin
The peak amplitude of the leading spike is seen to gr
linearly with time, while the pulse width decreases invers
with time. A total peak power amplification by a factor o
;200, corresponding to an output intensity of 2
31017 W/cm2, is reached for the leading spike with an ou
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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put pulse width equivalent to one half of the input widt
Beyond a2;0.14, a modulational instability of the high
amplitude pulse is expected to end the amplification proc

Remarkably, the self-ionizing pulse reaches a sligh
higher amplitude in the same time~I out;4.031017 W/cm2 or
amplification by a factor of;360! and is slightly more com-
pressed~;4 times! but is seen also to have fallen behind
analog for the pre-ionized case. This results from the co
bined effects of slow erosion and steepening of the pu
front in the ionization layer and that only the later part of t
seed pulse where the plasma is fully ionized is amplifi
The very leading edge of the seed pulse damps below
ionization threshold without being amplified and is evide
in the later stages as the low amplitude foot stretching ah
of the main peak of the amplifying seed. The very ste
leading edge imprinted on the seed pulse by ionization
celerates its depletion of the pump and hence its narrow
and amplification by the same mechanism as in the nonlin

FIG. 2. Comparison of pre-ionized~a! and self-ionizing~b! Raman ampli-
fication in hydrogen witha150.0015, a2(t50)50.01, ne50.001nc ,
l50.5 mm, andTe5500 eV for the pre-ionized case. Seed pulse envelo
as a function of time and distance in the pulse frame are plotted. P
pulses~not shown! enter from the left. Polarizations are circular.
Downloaded 17 Jan 2006 to 192.55.106.171. Redistribution subject to AIP
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regime of the pre-ionized case.6 Note that both pulses evolv
towards thep-pulse through similar linear regimes: a pul
broadening regime characteristic of the linearized soluti
of Eqs.~1!,8 with the addition of a notching of the initial see
pulse due to ionization damping in the ionizing case. T
both reach similar asymptotic states is evidence of
p-pulse remaining the attractor solution of Eqs.~1! despite
the substantial perturbation introduced by ionization effec

Figure 3 gives an example comparison of the time e
lution of identical seed pulses ofa2(t50)50.05 andl50.5
mm amplified by a pump ofa150.002 in a pre-ionized
plasma ofne50.0005nc andTe5500 eV and in an ionizing
helium gas of equivalent density. Again, both lasers are
cularly polarized. Here the ionizing pulse is amplified by
factor of ;16, corresponding to an output intensity of 4
31017 W/cm2 with an output pulse width also roughly one
quarter of the input width. For the pump intensity perm

s
p

FIG. 3. Comparison of pre-ionized~a! and self-ionizing~b! Raman ampli-
fication in helium witha150.002,a2(t50)50.05, ne50.0005nc , l50.5
mm, andTe5500 eV for the pre-ionized case. Seed pulse envelopes
function of time and distance in the pulse frame are plotted. Pump pu
~not shown! enter from the left. Polarizations are circular.
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sible with helium, the seed pulse is expected to b
modulation-limited toa2;0.15. The double notching of the
seed pulse front corresponding to the two ionization states
helium is evident. The added ionization damping due to th
second ionization state necessitates a much more intense
tial seed so that, as mentioned above, though the peak ou
intensity is slightly greater for helium, the relative amplifi
cation is significantly less than that of hydrogen.

In Fig. 4, amplification in helium gas and in a pre
ionized helium plasma of equivalent density are compar
for ne50.002nc and the other parameters as in Fig. 3. Fo
these parameters, the pre-ionized case evolves toward
‘‘2 p-pulse’’ state of constant asymptotic amplitude16 in place
of the amplifying and narrowingp-pulse state. In contrast,
the ionization-induced steepening of the seed pulse front
the case of gaseous helium enables ap-pulse-type solution to
form with the consequent narrowing and linear amplificatio
in time. Effectively, the ionization perturbation has broad
ened the basin of attraction to ap-pulse.

FIG. 4. Comparison of pre-ionized~a! and self-ionizing~b! Raman ampli-
fication in helium withne50.002nc and other parameters as in Fig. 3.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, an elementary analysis has demonstrat
regime of feasibility for a self-ionizing, plasma-based bac
ward Raman amplifier. In the conventional Raman amplifi
instability of the pumping beam to spontaneous backsca
due to fluctuations in the preformed plasma medium may
a severe obstacle to successful amplification. By using
intense amplifying seed pulse to generate the plasma
photoionization of a neutral gas only in the region whe
Raman scattering is needed to occur, the instability of
pump may be avoided provided that the pump intensity
kept below the threshold for significant ionization. It h
been shown that the damping rate due to photoionization
the seed may be successfully overcome by the nonlinear
man amplification rate provided that a threshold gas den
is not exceeded. In effect, with the pump amplitude det
mined by the ionization threshold of the working gas, a ran
of allowable gas densities is determined. A sufficiently
tense seed is also required to photoionize the gas rapidly
to access the nonlinear regime of Raman amplification
fore excessive ionization damping occurs. The output par
eters of a self-ionizing Raman amplifier are then expected
scale in an equivalent manner to those of the conventio
Raman amplifier operated with the same pump intens
Though the detailed kinetics of ionization in linearly an
circularly polarized fields are quite different, only margin
net differences are found between these polarizations for
man amplification, with circular polarization appearin
slightly favored. Finally, both hydrogen and helium are co
sidered as working gases with helium affording the high
output intensity and hydrogen the greatest relative amplifi
tion factor. No advantage is gained from gases of hig
atomic number.

Note that, in addition to the Raman pulse compress
regime considered here, a similar effect might accomp
pulse compression in the so-called Compton scattering
gime, where backscattering might occur due to electron tr
ping effects rather than through a resonant three-w
interaction.30 The self-ionizing backscatter effect, if it occur
for the Compton regime, could then be addressed by an
proach similar to the one employed here for the Raman
gime.

The preceding analysis has entailed many simplifi
tions. Foremost, while self-ionization avoids instabilities r
sulting from the propagation of the pump beam throu
plasma, instabilities which might be introduced due to t
sharp ionization front have not been addressed in this an
sis. Specifically, an instability involving transverse modu
tions of the ionization front due to the nonlinearity of Eq.~3!
has been identified.31 If the exponentiation length for such a
instability proves to be less than that of the relativistic mod
lational instability cited above, then a new limiting constra
on the total allowable amplification length~and hence outpu
intensity! applies. Regardless, simply initializing the se
with a higher intensity~perhaps from a previous Raman am
plifier! and amplifying it over a shorter length could st
result in the same output power as if a smaller initial se
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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were amplified over a longer length in the absence of
instability.

The study of the growth and importance of this instab
ity in the presence of Raman amplification requires furt
simulations in two dimensions which are beyond the sc
of this paper. Multidimensional simulations will also allo
the study of effects associated with finite focusing lengths
transverse plasma or laser field intensity gradients, etc.

The validity of the envelope approximation in Eqs.~1!
becomes uncertain when extremely steep gradients in w
intensities, as results from the ionization front, appear. T
exact behavior of the electron distribution created by suc
rapidly changing pulse may similarly be more subtle than
captured in the ionization damping rate estimate used h
The result cited in Eq.~6! is strictly valid only for the case o
adiabatic laser pulse shapes and not those with extrem
steep fronts. In treating the sharp ionization front, no attem
was further made to treat realistically the Raman resona
condition for such an inhomogeneous plasma. Finally,
complicating effects of harmonic generation,32 ionization-
induced blueshifting,33,34or forward Raman scattering of th
seed pulse in an ionizing plasma have similarly not be
included. In principle, all of these issues can be addresse
PIC simulation.
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